Today I will present you...
About the Di-XL project
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Partners in the project
I was the tree, the world was the river. I lost "come" one afternoon with the dogs in the park. I lost "fine" as the barber turned me toward the mirror. I lost "shame"—the verb and the noun in the same moment; it was a shame. I lost "carry." I lost the things I carried—"daybook," "pencil," "pocket change," "wallet." I even lost "loss." After a time, I had only a handful of words left, if someone did something nice for me, I would tell him, "The thing that comes before 'you're welcome,'" if I was hungry, I'd point at my stomach and say, "I am the opposite of full." I'd lost "yes," but I still had "no," so if someone asked me, "Are you Thomas?" I would answer, "Not no," but then I lost "no." I went to a tattoo parlor and had YES written onto the palm of my left hand, and NO onto my right palm. What can I say; it hasn't made life wonderful, it's made life possible, when I
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KEEP EDUCATING YOURSELF
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